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Abstract:  This project presents the simulation and performance analysis of Wi-MAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 
Access) system along with efficient wireless channels using real time video transmission. When the compressed video bit-stream 
is transmitted over the error-prone channels such as a packet lossy network, it is possibly corrupted by the channel noise. All 
information contained in the lost packets will not be available at the decoder and thus the video reconstruction is of a poor 
quality. Many error resilience techniques such as resynchronization marker insertion and forward error correction (FEC) have 
been proposed to add side information in the coded bit-stream at the encoder side to make it more resilient to channel 
errors.H.264/AVC also employs several new error resilience tools to combat the channel errors. However, they still cannot 
guarantee to compensate the channel errors with good reconstruction quality. To reduce the quality degradations and improve 
the video quality, error concealment techniques are used at the decoder side as a post-processing module. 
Keywords:  Wi-Max, Channel Noise, Forward Error Correction, Bit error rate, PSNR. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, there has also been a rapid development in the digital video compression filed. Using new compression 
algorithms with high compression rates, digital video can provide superior quality with low bandwidths over its analog counterpart. 
With the addition of low and very-low bit rate coding algorithms, video transmission over wire-line channels is now a mature area.  
Combination of advances in digital video compression and digital wireless communications resulted in a new service area called 
video over wireless. Potential applications such as HDTV and picture-phones attracted attentions, and now are under rapid 
development. Services related to video transmission over wireless channels are expected to grow exponentially in the near future. 
Due to the proliferation of multimedia on WWW and the emergence of broadband wireless network, wireless video communication 
has received great interests from both industry and academy. However, the characteristics of wireless channel impose new problems 
to video transmission. 

 
II. WIMAX SYSTEM MODELING FOR VIDEO TRANSMISSION 

The main objective of this paper is to build up the real time model for the Wi-MAX system along with the suitable wireless channel 
compatible to various atmospheric conditions for the signal propagation. The model discussed in the research paper is built on QAM 
modulation scheme and OFDM technique based on the platform of Mat lab R2009a, running on Windows XP SP2. Mat lab 
Simulink includes all the mandatory function blocks as specified by the standard documents. The model shown in comprises of 
transmitter, receiver and channel which is AWGN channel in the first case. The encoder of the Wi-MAX system is the combination 
of Reed Solomn (RS) code as an outer code and Convolution code (CC) as an inner code. 
The encoded baseband data is modulated by means of QAM which is applied for OFDM process as the physical layer of Wi-MAX 
system is made up of OFDM. In OFDM process, the in phase and quadrature phase components of the symbols will undergo 
through the process of IFFT so that requirement of effective bandwidth can be made approximately half without any inter symbol 
interference. 
Video streaming over best-effort networks is complicated by a number of factors including unknown and time-varying bandwidth, 
transmission delay, and high packet losses. Excessive packet loss can causes significant degradation in quality of video perceived by 
users of real-time video applications. Recent studies suggest that error control schemes using Forward Error Correction (FEC) is a 
good candidate for decreasing the negative impact of packet loss on video quality. With FEC scheme, redundant information is 
transmitted along with the original information so that the lost original video data can be recovered at least in part from the 
redundant information. Although sending additional redundancy increases the probability of recovering lost packets, it also 
increases the bandwidth requirements which in turn increase loss rate of the video stream due to congestion. 
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Figure.1 WIMAX system Modeling for video transmission 

For this reason FEC is characterized as effective when the redundancy is sufficient to recover the lost data, ineffective when the 
redundancy is little to recover the lost data and inefficient when the redundancy is high for the lost data. To provide best 
performance for the streaming application and the network, it is important to determine, in real time, the proper amount of redundant 
information according to the loss behavior of the network. However it not clears how to choose optimal redundancy given the 
constraints mentioned above at any given point in time. 

III. CHANNEL CODING 
A. Reed-Solomon Encoder And Decoder 
Three different code word lengths are used for encoding the HRPDU frame: the first 48 octets of the header are encoded with a RS 
(56,48) code, the remaining 44 HRP header octets are encoded with a RS (52,44) code and the payload octets are encoded using a 
RS(224,216) code. 
The main blocks of the Reed-Solomon encoding block are two Reed-Solomon encoders working in parallel encoding 
simultaneously the upper branch data and the lower branch data. The implemented RS encoder blocks can perform all three 
encoding schemes. The additional blocks are used for splitting, routing the header data to both RS encoders and appending four null 
symbols to the portion of the header that is encoded using the RS (52, 44) code. 
The RS decoding block performs the data decoding and error correction using two parallel RS decoders. These blocks use the native 
mat lab Reed-Solomon decoder function: rsdec.m. Additional data routing blocks were necessary to use both RS decoders to decode 
the model header ([1], [2]). 
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B. External Interleaver And External Deinterleaver 
The external-Inter-leaver block uses two Inter-leavers, one for the upper branch data and another for the lower branch data. Each 
Inter-leaver distributes data to four convolutional encoders. The internal structure of the External-Inter-leaver block in represented 
in Figure. 2. 

 
Figure.2 External-Inter-leaver block internal structure (transmitter) 

 
The main blocks are the upper and lower branch Inter-leaver blocks. The additional blocks are used to allow the use of just the 
upper interleaver block as required for processing the HRP header and data for HRP modes 5 and 6. For all HRP modes the depth is 
defined to be four; the depth used in the HRP header is two. The mat lab function sfunct_outerinterleaver.m groups depth × N sets 
of octets and implements (13) for depths 2 and 4.In the receiver the reverse operation is implemented by the outer de-inter-leaver 
blocks[2]. 
 
C. Convolutional Encoder And Decoder 
After being interleaved the data is encoded by a convolutional code. The encoder block is composed by eight convolutional 
encoders in parallel, four for the data of each inter-leaver block. 
The decoding operation on the receiver is done by eight Viterbi decoders in parallel. The Mat lab function that implements the 
convolutional decoder, sfunct_viterbi_decoder.m, uses the Mat lab built in function, vitdec.m, to perform the DE codification and 
data puncturing. This block is prepared to handle soft decoding in which the logic values “0” and “1” are represented by a value 
between 0 and 2nbits-1, where nbits is the number of bits in each soft bit. 
 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Error control schemes are necessary to obtain good video quality in the presence of high bit error rate. Traditionally, FEC codes 
have been used for real-time services because they maintain a constant throughput and a bounded delay. FEC codes can be chosen 
to guarantee certain error rate requirements for the worst channel conditions. The goal of this project is to decrease the number of 
erroneous bits using error correcting codes (ECC). Two FEC scheme has been discussed in this project. In the first forward error 
correction scheme, the data is not prioritized and various segments in the video stream are given equal importance. 
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The FEC coder supplements each segment with the same number of parity bits. RS Coding is used for this case. The second 
scheme is the outcome of the sensitivity analysis experiments. In this scheme, a stronger FEC is applied to the first frame (the first 
I frame) as the important data is found in it. Hence Convolutional coding is used for the rest inter frames. The main aim of the 
algorithm is to strengthen the video stream against most possible error cases and also reduce the percentage of the overhead bits 
arising because of FEC coding. 

 
Table. I SNR vs BER Values for Different TechniquesBit Error Rate (BER) 
 

SNR(dB) 
 

Without 
Channel Coding 

 
Reed 

Solomon 
Encoding 

 

 
Convolutional 
Interleaving 

 
Convolutional 

Encoder 

15 5.354 5.220 5.0523 4.95 
16 4.21 4.122 4.005 0.965 
17 3.120 3.053 3.9 0.1856 
18 1.85 1.789 2.02 0.0095 
19 1.225 1.234 1.21 0.001 
20 0.785 0.650 0.632 0 
21 0.432 0.0445 0.407 0 
22 0.215 0.0043 0.1632 0 
23 0.045 0 0.0056 0 

 
The strength of the FEC can be varied based on system average BER. The simulation was also carried out by varying the signal-
to-noise ratio of AWGN Channel using different FEC techniques like combination of RS and Convolutional was adopted to see 
the effect of signal-to-noise ratio on bit error rate. It was observed that if the number of redundant bits is increased or the 
convolutional code can correct more errors, then the bit error rate is achieved at lower signal-to-noise ratio. But the disadvantage 
is that the percentage of the overhead bits is increased. 

 
Figure 3 Plot of SNR vs BER 

. 
The project concludes that the transmitted errors recovery with Convolution Encoder gives better results as compared to other 
technique and by seeing at the results we can say that convolutional encoder provide better quality of video at 5 dB lesser than all 
other techniques. 
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Table. II SNR vs PSNR Values For Different Techniques 
PSNR (dB) 

 
SNR(dB) 

 
Without 

Channel Coding 

 
Reed 

Solomon 
Encoding 

 

 
Convolutional 
Interleaving 

 
Convolutional 

Encoder 

15 -47.85 -47 -46.01 -41.5 
16 -44.65 -45.23 -45 -32.5 
17 -42.50 -41.5 -42 27 
18 -40.50 -41 -41.5 42 
19 -40.50 -40.5 -40 Inf 
20 -40.63 -38 -38 Inf 
21 -37.5 17.29 -36 Inf 
22 -34.83 35.6 -29 Inf 
23 22.57 Inf Inf Inf 

 

 
Figure.4 Plot of SNR vs PSNR 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this Project, we tried to provide better video quality for transmission over wireless channels. Owing to the applied compression, 
H.264 is very vulnerable to bit errors due to fading on radio channels. Hence extraneous effort is needed to control error in the video 
stream. The bit sensitivity experiment was performed to find out the effect of each bit to the overall PSNR value of the video. The 
important points to note from the experiments were: 

A. An error in a later part of a frame is less important than one occurring before (in spatial domain). This effect is attributed to the 
resynchronization procedure. 

B. The first Intra frame has been found to be important for the overall video quality. 
C. The most important segments in a frame are the macro block header bits (CBPY). The next important values correspond to the 

coefficients. 
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FEC scheme has been implemented to control error in the video stream as compressed video stream is fragile in the presence of 
error. FEC of different strength is also used to observe the effect of SNR on BER. The strength of the FEC code provides another 
degree of freedom in improving quality. Also from the bit sensitivity analysis we found that the first intra-frame is most important 
for the overall video quality. So we go for a stronger FEC for the intra-frame as other frames are generated using the first intra 
frame. 
D. Beyond BER of 0.5%, the loss of synchronization problem creeps in which results in loss of video quality. 
E. When FEC codes of different strength was used, it was found that the code which can correct more errors gives the same bit 

error rate at lower signal-to-noise ratio but the redundancy is increased. 
F. When we applied RS coding to the first frame, more redundancy was produced as compared to the other scheme. 
G. It is also stable at higher bit error rate because weak bits are well protected. The new algorithm is stable till BER of 0.8% as 

compared to 0.5% of full FEC using BCH (63, 51, 2). 

In this Project we have considered the importance of luminance components only. We can extend this work for chrominance 
components also video transmission was considered with AWGN channel in this work. We want evaluate the performance of same 
system using Rayleigh and Racian channels in the near future. 
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